Robert Smith
Dough Maker

PERSONAL STATEMENT
Dough Maker with 5 years of experience in working in production and it
was great wouldn't mind working in production again or just any job would
be find a hard worker and fast learner.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Dough Maker
ABC Corporation -

CONTACT DETAILS
1737 Marshville Road,
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS
Team working,
Willingness to Learn,
Adaptability & AMP,
Flexibility, Operating
Tools, Ssafety Oriented.

March 2010 – December 2011

LANGUAGES

Responsibilities:
Worked all counter stations in either the scramble or station system.
Able to read, understand and utilize proper guest check procedures.
Interacted with guests as appropriate.
Wraped pizzas properly and repeats orders to guest.
Gave verbal baking instructions to all guests and thanks the guest.
Gave the order to the guest within the 6-minute door to door service
time.
 Assisted guests if necessary to carry pizzas out to their car or hold the
door open.







English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS
Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

Dough Maker
ABC Corporation -

2009 – 2010

Responsibilities:
 Made pizza dough,cook and clean.
 Operate machines each day and keep dough on the floor in a timely
fashion Accomplishments able to keep an efficient production rate day
in and .
 Holly Ridge, Dough Mixer Supervised machine that mixes compressed
yeast with oils whiteners preparatory to extrusion and packing .
 Pours specified quantity of cutting oils and whitening agents into yeast
and start agitators to mix ingredients for specified time.
 Observed and felt mixed yeast to determine it consistency and pours
precise amount of water into yeast to achieve required consistency.
 Initiate screw conveyor to transfer yeast to extruders.
 Prep store for business day, make dough square and round, customer
service, take orders over the phone.

Education
High School Diploma - 1993(McCutcheon High School - Lafayette, IN)
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